
Rearrange the jumbled pieces  
of the given picture 



Match the same pictures 



How many pairs? 

pairs 



Find 5 differences 



Circle the pictures that begin  
with the letter  Hh 



Shape Triangle 

Trace the shape  



Shape Star 

Trace the shape  



Draw the shape 

Join the dots and draw the squares 



Draw the missing picture 
in given space 



Cross the odd one out 



Tick (  )the large pictures 



Tick (  )the heavy objects 



Match the picture to its  
correct outline 

A 

B 

C 



Join the dots with the help  
of numbers and complete  

the picture 



Join the dots with the help  
of alphabets and complete  

the picture 



Circle the smallest objects 



Sight word the 
1. Trace it 

2. Find it 

the 

in 
it 

may 

of 
the 

the 

as 

the the 



Write CVC BLENDS 



Write the first letter of each  
picture in the circle and say  
aloud the name of an object. 

2 

4 3 

1 



Number Identification 1 – 10 
Count and circle the correct number  

3 

4 

5 

4 

5 

6 

8 

9 

10 

7 

8 

9 



Find the container with more 
pictures 



Find the container with less 
pictures 



Find and circle the same 
pictures 



Begin with the smallest  
one, write 1 2 3 4 



Solve the addition puzzle and 
write the answer in the boxes 

8 + 2 = 

2 + 2 = 

5 + 3 = 
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